Pre-School Dance

AT CHESTER VALLEY DANCE ACADEMY

"Preparing students for future endeavors! Kind, knowledgeable, instructors who really get to know the students."

~ CVDA Parent

FIND A CLASS TODAY

All Classes are 45 minutes long

Combo 1 Tuesday 9:30 AM
Combo 1 Saturday 9:00 AM
Combo 1 Thursday 5:15 PM
Combo 1 Tuesday 11:30 AM
Combo 1 Wednesday 2:30 PM
Combo 1 Wednesday 9:30 AM
Combo 1A Saturday 10:00 AM
Combo 1A Thursday 4:15 PM
Combo 1A Wednesday 1:30 PM
Combo 2 Tuesday 5:45 PM
Combo 2/2A Saturday 10:45 AM
Combo 2/2A Tuesday 1:15 PM
Combo 2/2A Tuesday 4:15 PM
Combo 3 Saturday 11:45 AM
Combo 3 Tuesday 4:15 PM
Combo Jazz Tuesday 5:00 PM

CONTACT US

610-594-2771
130 S Village Avenue, Exton, PA, 19341
www.chestervalleydance.com

OUR STAFF

The staff at CVDA is devoted to the care of each student. They share their abundance of talent and knowledge to bring professionalism and grace to all who enroll in our academy.
PRE-SCHOOL DANCE

Pre-School Classes are designed to introduce students to the art of dance. These classes enhance a student’s creative ability, attention span, physical mobility and musical comprehension. Students also learn classroom etiquette, cooperation skills, and memorization. The class length is forty-five minutes long with an emphasis on ballet and an incorporation of tap.

MOMMY & ME

An interactive dance class for children 24 to 36 months and their guardian. This class will incorporate props and unique musical games to develop your child’s creativity. It is an introduction to the art of dance in a loving and nurturing environment.

COMBO-JAZZ

Students who are taking the Combo III have the opportunity to take this additional 45-minute class. The class is designed to introduce your child to the fundamentals of jazz. Combo Jazz students must be taking Combo III to participate in this class. These children have the opportunity to take this additional 45-minute class to introduce them to the fundamentals of jazz.

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE

All Combo I and Combo II classes perform in their own show separate from our annual Recital. At this event, students perform for family and friends in a small intimate setting which allows them to enjoy their first time on stage without any pressure. This showcase includes a class demonstration, a routine performed by your little stars, a presentation of flowers and certificates for each dancer. These little ones also have the opportunity at this show to be entertained by our Company Dancers and see the older girls up close!

Register Today at www.chestervalleydance.com